Abstract-Boolean division, and hence Boolean substitution, produces better result than algebraic division and substitution. However, due to the lack of an efficient Boolean division algorithm, Boolean substitution has rarely been used. We present an efficient Boolean division and Boolean substitution algorithm. Our technique is based on the philosophy of redundancy addition and removal. By adding multiple wires/gates in a specialized way, we tailor the philosophy onto the Boolean division and substitution problem. From the viewpoint of traditional division/substitution, our algorithm can perform substitution not only in sum-of-product form but also in product-of-sum form. Our algorithm can also naturally take all types of internal don't cares into consideration. As far as substitution is concerned, we also discuss the case where we are allowed to decompose not only the dividend but also the divisor. Experiments are presented and the result is promising.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N multilevel logic synthesis, an important step in minimizing the area of a circuit is substitution [6] (or resubstitution [15] ). Substitution refers to the step where a function is simplified in complexity by using an additional input that was not previously in the function's immediate fanins. Substitution can reduce the complexity of a function because part of the function is replaced by the additional input that represents some existing function in the circuit. The expression of the existing function is, therefore, shared and reused. To perform substitution, the concept of division plays a major role. Given two Boolean functions and , if we can express in the form , where and , respectively, represent the Boolean AND and Boolean OR operators, then we say that can be divided by and that functions and are, respectively, the quotient and the remainder.
Substitution can be algebraic or Boolean, depending on if the underlining division is algebraic or Boolean. In algebraic division [6] , logic expressions are treated as algebraic polynomials, with some restrictions placed on the manipulations of the polynomials. In particular, the product of two functions is algebraic only if no variable appears in both
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and . As a consequence of the restriction, certain Boolean identities such as and do not exist. As an example, given and divisor , through algebraic division we obtain . Through Boolean division, which can exploit all the properties in Boolean algebra [2] , we obtain . Assuming a node with function exists in the circuit, with algebraic substitution we then have , while with Boolean substitution we have . In this example, function has six literals 1 before substitution. Algebraic substitution reduces the number of literals to five, while Boolean substitution reduces it to four. Boolean division and, hence, Boolean substitution, in theory produces better results. However, there does not exist a general and efficient Boolean division algorithm. In terms of the above example, this means that the best result of reducing to four literals is very difficult to achieve.
Although there does not exist a general and efficient algorithm to perform Boolean division, to certain degree a few approaches have been partially successful. The first technique, or actually an ad-hoc setup, is based on a good two-level optimizer. Since a good two-level optimizer, such as Espresso [3] , is able to take don't cares into consideration, we can actually force it to achieve the effect of Boolean division. For example, given a function and a divisor , we can put through Espresso with as the don't cares, and furthermore force Espresso to take literal into the final result, thereby achieving the effect of Boolean division. Another technique that is able to perform Boolean division is proposed in [9] . By adding two Boolean identities, and , onto the traditional algebraic algorithm, the concept of coalgebraic division is introduced. The coalgebraic division algorithm exploits the two Boolean identities for possible modification of the quotient obtained through algebraic operations. For a simple example, if we perform divided by , algebraic algorithm would return the quotient as . Adding the Boolean identities, coalgebraic division modifies the possible quotients to and eventually chooses one of them that produces a good result. Another technique, based on the binary decision diagram (BDD) data structure, is proposed in [14] . Given a function and a divisor , the method is built on the fact that , where the subscripts denote the generalized cofactor operator [6] . From the viewpoint of divided by , this fact means that the quotient is and the remainder is . All the functions in this method are represented in BDD's and the cost function of optimization is also based on some features on BDD's. In this paper, we first present a new technique to perform Boolean division. Our technique is based on the concept of redundancy addition and removal (RAR) discussed in [4] , [5] , [7] , and [12] . The basic philosophy of the RAR technique is to first add some redundancy and then remove other redundancies elsewhere, with the goal that the removed ones reduce the circuit size more than the added one. With a fixed setup that is specially configured, we tailor the RAR philosophy onto the Boolean division problem. Unlike traditional RAR techniques, which require redundancy checking on the potential wire to be added, our algorithm is tailored in a way that we know a priori that our interested potential wire is redundant. Also, although quite effective on adding one redundancy and then removing other redundancies, the traditional RAR techniques have little success on trying to add multiple wires/gates. In our algorithm, the traditional RAR philosophy is tailored to add multiple wires/gates in a specific way particularly for the Boolean division problem.
As far as substitution is concerned, knowing how to perform division is only the first step. The second step is to choose potential divisors. Traditionally, substitution on a function is done by going through the existing nodes in the circuit and treating each of them as a potential divisor of . Division is tried on each potential divisor and substitution is carried out when the trial is favorable. Since it is up to the underlining division algorithm to conclude whether a divisor is good or not, the algorithm may miss some "good" divisors. In the example mentioned earlier, let us say the node with function does not exist and, instead, a node with function exists. Since function does not depend on variable , a traditional division algorithm would quickly conclude that the quotient of function divided by is zero and, therefore, no substitution would occur. However, if we slightly change the circuit structure by decomposing to two nodes and , function can then be substituted with node . We will use the term basic division to refer to the scenario where the given divisor is not allowed to be decomposed, and the term extended division for the scenario where the divisor is allowed to be decomposed, certainly with some purpose in mind. In the above example where function is divided by , we would say that under basic division the quotient is zero. For the same and we would also say that under extended division the subexpression can be extracted out as a new divisor, and with the new divisor the quotient is . From this viewpoint, all the traditional division algorithms perform only basic division, while our algorithm presented in this paper performs extended division.
Traditional substitution approaches operate on each node's internal sum-of-product data structure and, hence, can only perform substitution/division in the sum-of-product form. In contrast, our algorithm operates on circuit structure directly. Given an initial circuit, the first step of our algorithm is to decompose each node's internal sum-of-product form into a two-level AND and OR gates. The circuit then, in general, has a level of AND gates, followed by a level of OR gates, and so on. As a result, in addition to the traditional sum-ofproduct type of substitution, our algorithm can also perform substitution in the flavor of product-of-sum form. In other words, in two-level form, whether the dividend/divisor are a bunch of AND's followed by an OR, or a bunch of OR's followed by an AND are completely symmetric to us. For example, let and be existing nodes. With our algorithm we can quickly substitute into and obtain , i.e., . Performing substitution in such a manner is completely not possible in the traditional approaches because of the strong attachment to the underlining sum-of-product expression, while in our technique performing substitution through sum-of-product form or product-of-sum form are basically the same.
Another feature of our algorithm is the ability to naturally handle don't cares. Traditional techniques either totally cannot handle don't cares or can only handle don't cares in an adhoc way. Since our algorithm is based on the RAR technique, which performs so called implications, we can take any internal don't cares into account naturally. Furthermore, since various types of implication algorithms exist [10] , [11] , [13] , we can in fact adjust the tradeoff between the run time and the amount of don't cares we take into account.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the RAR technique. Section III provides a fundamental view of our algorithm focusing on basic division only. Section IV presents our complete algorithm. Section V shows some experimental results and, finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. REDUNDANCY ADDITION AND REMOVAL
The most related work to our Boolean substitution algorithm is the technique of RAR. Here, we provide a detailed review. In [4] , [5] , [7] , and [12] , the technique of RAR is proposed and applied to general multilevel logic optimization. The basic philosophy in RAR is to add some redundancy first and then try to remove other redundancies elsewhere, with the goal that the removed ones reduce the circuit size more than the added one. We review the technique with an example circuit. Fig. 1(a) , without the dotted wire, shows an irredundant circuit. The dotted wire is a redundant wire, i.e., adding the wire does not change the circuit's functionality. However, once this wire is added, the two thick wires, and , become redundant. In this case, we can remove these two redundant wires without changing the circuit's functionality. After removing these two wires, we then have the circuit shown in Fig. 1(b) , which is smaller in size.
In general, the RAR technique first decides, based on some cost function, some existing irredundant wire that is the target to be removed. Then the technique searches for some nonexisting wire, sometimes called a candidate connection, that once added can remove the target wire. Finally, the technique checks whether the candidate connection is redundant, i.e., whether adding the nonexisting wire preserves the circuit's functionality. Only when the candidate connection is verified as redundant, we can then add the connection and further remove the target wire. Note that most of the RAR techniques only try to incrementally add one wire at a time. Due to a large search space, efforts that try to add multiple wires/gates and remove even more wires/gates have only little success (e.g., [4] ).
III. BASIC DIVISION
Given a function and a divisor , we use the term basic division to refer to the scenario where the divisor is not allowed to be decomposed, and use the term extended division to refer to the scenario where the divisor can be freely decomposed, with some optimization goal in mind. In this section, we focus on basic division.
A. SOS and POS of a Function
We first need some definitions. A product term, or cube, is a set of literals AND'ed together. A sum term is a set of literals OR'ed together. A function contains a function if the on-set of contains the on-set of . As an example, function (cube) contains function (cube) ; function (sum term) contains function (sum term) . Furthermore, we define SOS and POS of a function as follows:
SOS) Given a function in two-level sum-of-product form, we say a function , also in sum-of-product form, is a sum-of-subproduct (SOS) of if every cube in is contained by at least one cube in . POS) Given a function in two-level product-of-sum form, we say a function , also in product-of-sum form, is a product-of-subsum (POS) of if every sum term in contains at least one sum term in . For example, is a SOS of because every cube in is contained by either cube or cube in . For another example, is also a SOS of the above , since adding more cubes to does not change the original containment relationship in . On the other hand, function is not a SOS of , since cube is not contained in any cube in function .
On the POS side, for example, is a POS of because every sum term in contains either sum term or sum term in . For another example, function is also a POS of the above , since adding more sum terms to does not change the original containment relationship in . On the other hand, function is not a POS of , since sum term does not contain any sum term in function . The concepts of SOS and POS play a central role in our algorithm, and we now look at some of their simple properties.
Lemma 1: Let function be a SOS of function . Then . Proof: Since is an AND operation, and an AND operation can only reduce, but never increase, the set of minterms in . The lemma holds if we can prove that all the cubes in are still in the final sum-of-product of . Since each cube in is contained by at least one cube in and , all the cubes in must be in the final sum-of-product of . Lemma 2: Let function be a POS of function . Then . Proof: By similar arguments of the proof in Lemma 1.
These two lemmas establish the ground where we can tailor the technique of RAR onto our substitution problem. To illustrate the concept, we take the example of and from Section I. Since is a SOS of , by Lemma 1, the new function must be equivalent to the original function . From the RAR viewpoint, we have successfully "added" a redundancy into the circuit. Focusing on the original part inside , we then try to remove as many redundancies as possible, and can quickly arrive . Symmetric to the SOS case, we can perform similar operations on POS. Let and . Since is a POS of , by Lemma 2, the new function must be equivalent to the original function . Focusing on removing redundancies from the original part inside , we then quickly have .
B. Performing Basic Division
Given a function and a divisor , in this section we present an algorithm that performs basic Boolean division, i.e.,
. The best way to explain our algorithm is to discuss it with an example. Fig. 2(a) shows two nodes, which correspond to and . Since our central idea is based on the SOS concept, the first step to perform divided by is to take out from all the cubes that are not contained by any cube in , and such cubes will be our final remainder term . Among the four cubes in , is the only such cube since and . Fig. 2(b) shows the circuit structure after we form the remainder , where we use dotted circle to indicate the remainder region and to denote the resulting function with cube taken out from . Since every cube in is now contained by at least one cube in is a SOS of . By Lemma 1, would stay unchanged if AND'ed with . This fact is shown in Fig. 2(c) with an extra bold AND gate and the shift of from before this AND gate to after this AND gate. From the viewpoint of the RAR technique, we have successfully added a redundancy and the circuit still has the same functionality. Now the region marked by the circle is highly redundant. The final step is to perform redundancy removal on the region and we reach the final result shown in Fig. 2(d) , which is of the form . To show how redundancy removal is done, we duplicate the circuit snapshot shown in Fig. 2(c) to (e) and remark some nodes. Let us illustrate how wire , the thick wire in Fig. 2(e) , is detected as a redundant wire. For wire stuck-at-one fault to be testable, must be to activate the fault. For the fault effect to propagate through gate , must be and must be . For the fault effect to propagate through gate must be . Since and implies , gate must be , which is a conflict. A conflict during the implication process means the fault stuck-at-one is untestable and, therefore, wire can be replaced by a constant . Our basic division algorithm works as illustrated by the above example. In summary, our algorithm consists of three steps. The first step of our algorithm is to decompose the dividend so that the cubes that make the divisor not a SOS of form the remainder . The second step is to AND with , which does not change the functionality of by Lemma 1. The third step is to remove all the redundancies inside the region. Note that it is the RAR steps that make our technique Boolean. Comparing to the traditional RAR techniques, however, a major difference lies on the fact that we know a priori that the added wires/gates are redundant because of the SOS property in Lemma 1. In other words, unlike the traditional RAR techniques, we do not need to check if the added wire/gate are redundant or not. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section II, there has been little success in works trying to generalize the RAR technique to adding multiple wires/gates. What our algorithm does is essentially a tailored version of the RAR philosophy onto the substitution problem, with a fixed configuration of multiple wires/gates addition. Also note that since the added wires/gates are known to be redundant a priori, the most time-consuming step in our algorithm is only on the redundancy removal step. As mentioned earlier, with different implication methods we can actually adjust the tradeoff between the run time and the quality of result. For example, we can limit our implication process only inside a small region, the region plus the region. As far as substitution is concerned, most of the reconvergences and implication conflicts would occur in this small region. Limiting the implication process inside this small region would greatly reduce the time required as opposed to a traditional redundancy removal process. On the other hand, we can certainly spend more time to perform implications to gates outside this small region, and thereby can naturally incorporate any internal don't cares into consideration. In the extreme case, we can even adopt some quite exhaustive implication technique such as recursive learning [11] to incorporate a large amount of internal don't cares. We do not discuss the details here but simply point out the existence of such a flexibility on various implication algorithms. Finally, as can be seen from the above example, our algorithm operates on circuit structure directly, rather than manipulating expressions like traditional approaches. As mentioned earlier, we are therefore not limited to performing substitutions in terms of the traditional sumof-product viewpoint. With the POS concept, we can also perform substitutions on two functions when they are both in the product-of-sum form. Instead of using the SOS concept and Lemma 1, we can use the POS concept and Lemma 2, and the same philosophy as illustrated above would apply directly. As a simple example, imagine a circuit that is identical to the one shown in Fig. 2 with all the AND gates changed to OR gates and vice versa. With our algorithm it is as easy as was illustrated in this section, while in a traditional substitution technique all the sum-of-product expressions form a complete new problem whose result is difficult to predict. Since conceptually SOS and POS are symmetric, throughout the remaining of this paper we do not go into the details of the case for POS.
IV. EXTENDED DIVISION
Section III presented our algorithm that performs basic division, where a divisor is not allowed to be decomposed. Given a function and a divisor , under basic division we seek to reexpress as . This means we are allowed to decompose only on but not on . In this section we present an algorithm that performs what we call extended division. Given a function and a divisor , under extended division we are allowed to decompose not only but also , with the purpose of minimizing the number of literals in substitution. In essence, we first want to separate the cubes in into two groups, the core divisor and the remaining divisor . Once this separation is determined, we decompose the original divisor into two nodes such that . Decomposing into a new node for the core divisor means that , a subexpression that was originally embedded in the given divisor , is now exposed and can be used for substitution. We then apply our basic division algorithm in Section III on function and core divisor to obtain the result. For example, given function and divisor , we decompose the divisor into the core divisor and the remaining divisor . Applying our basic division algorithm on and , we then obtain the same result as illustrated in Section III. It should be clear that the most important thing here is to intelligently determine the core divisor , since once is determined an extended division reduces to a basic division.
Recall that during our basic division algorithm, it is the step of redundancy removal that really performs the minimization process. Looking back in Fig. 2(c) , whenever we remove a wire from the cubes in the region, we effectively reduce a literal in the final quotient. What we would like to have is a core divisor that is able to remove the most wires. To determine the core divisor with a given function and a given divisor , our basic idea is to have each wire in the cubes of "vote" for a candidate core divisor. For each wire in the cubes of , we perform implications to see which cubes in divisor are able to remove wire . For example, let function and divisor , whose circuit structure is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In Fig. 3(a) , we name divisor 's four cubes and ; we also name function 's four cubes and , which are, respectively, driven by gates and . Consider wire stuck-at-one fault. We have the following implications:
(to activate the fault) and to allow fault effect thru to allow fault effect thru and
Assume that we somehow have determined a core divisor . This core divisor, in our specialized configuration for basic division, feeds into a gate similar to the bold AND gate in Fig. 2(e) of Section III. This means that if we want any fault effect in the region to propagate through the bold AND gate, this core divisor must have a value one during the fault's implication process. In the case of extended division, if the core divisor that we eventually determine has implication value zero for a particular fault, the fault must be untestable because a conflict will occur with the required assignment of one mentioned above. We illustrate this point by continuing the example for wire stuck-at-one fault. We focus on the results that appear on the 's side whose implication values are zero. In this case, we have and . Assuming we eventually choose as our final core divisor, i.e., , then our basic division algorithm in Section V would change the circuit structure to the one shown in Fig. 3(b) , where is connected to the bold AND gate. Following the basic division algorithm in Section III, we would try to remove as many wires as possible in the region. When we again perform implications for the fault stuck-at-one, shown with a cross in Fig. 3(b) , we know that and , and hence , all have implication value . This creates a conflict because, as stated earlier, for the fault effect of stuck-atone to propagate through the bold AND gate, must be assigned one. In other words, if we do choose as our core divisor, we expect wire to be removed in the subsequent basic division. Now, in determining the core divisor, different wires have different implication values on the 's side in Fig. 3(a) . In some sense, this means that each wire "votes" for a candidate core divisor. In the above example, wire votes for candidate core divisor . This TABLE II  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (SCRIPT A) should become clear if we look at the complete situation after each wire performs implications on the example circuit shown in Fig. 3(a) . Table I (a) lists all the 's that have implication value zero for each wire.
We explain the interpretation of Table I (a) by examples. The meaning of the second row is that we expect wire to be removed if we choose as the core divisor. For simplicity, we also say that wire votes for candidate core divisor . Similarly, the meaning of the fourth row is that we do not expect wire to be removed, regardless of whatever core divisor we choose. The remaining entries of Table I(a) can be interpreted in a similar way.
The above voting scheme demonstrates our criteria for choosing a good core divisor. However, from the RAR technique's viewpoint, one more thing we need to make sure is that a candidate core divisor is indeed a redundant wire which we can eventually "add" to the circuit. This is done by checking if the candidate core divisor voted by a wire is a SOS of the cube that is connected to wire . For example, from the first entry in Table I (a), the candidate core divisor of wire is . The cube that is connected to wire is . Since the candidate core divisor is a SOS of cube , we know eventually if we add core divisor into the circuit, the added wire will be a redundant wire and, therefore, the circuit functionality would not change. In Table I (a), the only candidate core divisors that do not hold for this condition are wires and . The candidate core divisor for wire is , which is not a SOS of the corresponding cube . On the case of wire , candidate core divisor is not a SOS of the corresponding cube . We therefore need to delete these two entries in Table I (a), and we have our final vote table, shown in Table I(b) .
To finalize the choice of the core divisor, various heuristics can be used. We reduce the above choice problem to a maximal clique problem [8] in graph theory. First we construct a graph. For each wire we create a vertex; there is an edge between two vertices and if the intersection of the corresponding candidate core divisors are not empty. For example, the intersection of the candidate core divisors between wires and is , and hence there is an edge between the vertices corresponding to these two wires. For another example, since the intersection of the candidate core divisors between wires and is empty, there is no edge between the vertices corresponding to these two wires. The complete graph is shown in Fig 4. Each clique in this graph represents a core divisor that, if chosen, is expected to remove all the wires corresponding to the vertices in the clique. As we can see from Fig. 4 , one clique, marked with a dotted circle, consists of four vertices , and , with the corresponding intersected candidate core divisor being . In this case, we expect to remove the four wires,
, and , if we choose as the final core divisor. Another clique, marked by the three bold edges in Fig. 4 , consists of three vertices , and , with the corresponding intersected candidate core divisor being . This means we expect to remove the three wires, , and , if we choose as the final core divisor. The problem of finding the best core divisor that would potentially remove most wires Fig. 4 . Graph that represents the intersection of candidate core divisors . TABLE IV  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (SCRIPT C) is, therefore, reduced to a maximal clique problem. In this example, since the maximal clique is the one of size four, we determine the core divisor to be , with which we change the circuit structure to the one shown in Fig. 3(b) . After performing redundancy removal, the four wires , and are removed and, finally, we have . Applying our extended division algorithm to the substitution problem, we want to point out that we can actually do more than what the above discussion shows. In the above formulation, we focus only on one existing node . In the case of substitution, we actually have freedom to select our core divisor from many circuit nodes. As an example of how this generalization works, imagine the given divisor in the above example, , does not exist in our circuit and instead, two nodes and exist, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . When function is given and we want to search for a good divisor between and with extended division, we can temporarily pretend that all the five cubes are from the same node and, therefore, the flow is identical to the example shown in this section. Each wire in the cubes of and votes for a candidate core divisor and we have an identical vote table as shown in Table I (b). The only slight modification we need is in the final maximal clique formulation, where we need to model the fact that some cubes in the second column of Table I originally come from a different node. Since the situation is very similar to the situation when we only have one node, we do not go into details here. Note that, as is also the case for basic division, we can perform extended division in terms of sum-of-product form as well as product-of-sum form. Instead of focusing on the cubes that have implication value zero, we would then focus on the sum terms that have implication value one. The rest of the algorithm applies similarly.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented our algorithm and applied it to the substitution problem. Our implementation has three configurations: 1) basic division; 2) extended division without global internal don't cares; 3) extended division with global internal don't cares. To clarify what we mean by global internal don't cares, we refer to Fig. 3(b) as an example. As explained earlier, after adding a redundancy most of the internal don't cares would occur within the region, the region, and the bold AND gate. With the second configuration we limit our implications search within these interested regions, while with the third configuration we allow the implication search to go outside these regions.
We performed experiments on MCNC and ISCAS benchmarks within SIS [15] environment. For each benchmark, we first run the following script to obtain the initial circuit:
Script A: eliminate simplify
The purpose of "eliminate zero" is to create complex gates by collapsing gates with single fanout since complex gates are more suitable for substitution. After running the above script, we then compare our algorithm with the algebraic resubstitution "resub -d" in SIS. Table II shows the comparison between SIS and our result. The first column shows the name of the circuit. The second column shows the initial literal count after running Script A above. The columns labeled "sis" is the result of running the "resub -d" command in SIS, with subcolumns "lit." and "cpu" reporting the number of literals and CPU time, respectively. The column labeled "basic" is the result of our basic division algorithm. The column labeled "ext." shows the result of our extended division without global don't cares (GDC's); while column "ext. GDC" shows the result with GDC's taken into consideration. All literal counts are in factor form. Take the circuit C2670 as an example, after running the above script, initially the circuit had 928 literals, shown in the second column. After running "resub -d" the circuit reduced to 843 literals. With our basic division the literal count was reduced to 831. The extended division reduced it to 829, while the extended division with GDC's taken into account brought it down to 817. The last two rows show the summation of each column and the percentage of improvement compared to the initial literal count. As the table indicates, all three configurations of our division algorithms outperformed the traditional division and substitution. In general, the "resubd" command, the basic division, and the extended division without GDC's spent similar CPU times, while the extended division with GDC's, in spite of the best result, spent much more time. The much larger CPU time was spent in performing implications throughout the whole circuit, as opposed to restricting the implication only within the interested area discussed earlier.
To further explore the scenario of different initial circuits, we note that the commands "gcx" and "gkx" are also typically good steps before applying the "resub" command. 2 We therefore repeated the experiment with the following two scripts:
Script B: eliminate simplify gcx Script C: eliminate simplify gkx Tables III and IV , respectively, show the results, which are consistent with the observations drawn from Table II .
The above three scripts were created so that we may directly compare the traditional resubstitution with our algorithms in one single run. To test our algorithm in a complete flow, we have also performed an experiment which replaces all the occurrences of the "resub" command in script.algebraic 3 [15] by our algorithm, keeping the rest of the script intact. Table V shows the result. Again we see that our division algorithms outperformed the traditional division and substitution. One anomaly we see in Table V is that "ext. GDC" on average underperformed "ext." We believe this is due to the locally greedy nature of our implementation. In other words, since our implementation takes the first division that has a positive gain on literal count, which can be marginal, we may have neglected the other potential better divisors.
In summary, our division and substitution algorithm consistently had about 10% improvement over SIS "resub" on a variety of script setups and/or starting points. As we discussed earlier, the better result is due to our consideration of Boolean substitutions instead of algebraic substitutions. Moreover, we consider additional POS structure and GDC's during optimization. Among the three configurations we setup for the experiments, extended divisions ("ext.") seems to have the best balance between the run time and the quality of result.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first presented an efficient algorithm, based on the philosophy of RAR, for performing Boolean division. With the concept of SOS and POS, we tailored the RAR philosophy to the Boolean division problem. The tailoring enables us to add multiple wires/gates in a specialized configuration and remove more wires/gates. Applying our Boolean division algorithm, our algorithm can perform substitution not only in the traditional sum-of-product form, but also in productof-sum form. We then generalize our basic division to what we call extended division. Extended division allows us to decompose not only on the dividend but also on the divisor. Furthermore, our technique is able to naturally incorporate all types of internal don't cares into consideration. We also presented some experimental results to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm.
